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This reaction can occur through five possible different

mechanisms:

iD Direct charge-exchange through the two-body residual Torce
CQ * 0.2MeV, which i s close to the reaction Q-value of

opt
-t .

i i3 Single-nucleon knock-on exchange CSNKE5 due to the

interacting nucleons being undistinguishable,

l i i D Compound nucleus which was studied elsewhere1' where i t

was found to be negligible,

iv3 Sequential transfer through **Li + **B and *Be +• PSe

intermediate routes,

and

v? Triton transfer, i . e . *°BC7Li, 1OBe37Be, Qst 8.5MeV which

was analysed in terms of SUC33 triton wave functions and

i t was found to be negligible.

In this talk the f irst two mechanisms will be assess in

some details.

The Experiment

The experiment was performed at the Tandar Laboratory

using conventional electronics. Elastic scattering was

simultaneously measured in order to obtain an optical model

parameter set.

An energy spectrum for the 1OBC7Li,7BeDloBe reaction is

shown in Fig.l. The energy resolution was ISOIceV» which is

sufficient to resolve 7BeC3/2~,g. s. > from ^eCl/a'.0.43MaVO:

each of the doublets shown in lhe above-mentioned figure

corresponds to a given state of loBe and either the ground
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state or the first excited state of 7Be. Therefore the three

t o .double t s l a b e l l e d i n Fig . I correspond t o BeCO , g . s . 3 ,

lOBeCa*,3. 37M»V3 and *°BCa*.5. Q6MeVD w i t h e i ther

7BeC3/'2~,g.s.> or 7BeCl sZ ,0 . 43MeVD .

Review of the Theoretical Model

For the one-step microscopic model, we need to evaluat

the form factor for a reaction ACatb>B;

e

<t>B\ lvcFt p>{t-Pt p} \aA>

- J

here P is the operator that permutes target-nucleon *i* by
4»P

p r o j e c t i l e -nucl eon *p* and VCr > i s t h e two-body r e s i d u a l
*»P

f o r c e compris ing both c e n t r a l and t e n s o r components. The

c c r w H f . v . * n ••;»•! ™» t - #15 - J - I •••-••i ! r» W M :> T h e t w o t e r i ^ r o<* • > •

r.h. s. of Eq.Cl> represent the already mentioned mechanisms

iD and i i 3 . i . e . . the direct and the SNKE mechanisms. It can

be noticed that both reaction modes have the same sort of

structure information Cusually obtained from the shell model3

and that the difference i s in the coordinate dependence of

the voluuv» integrals: the direct term depends on three

coordinates Cr . r , r 2 while the SNKE terra depends on

five coordinates Cr , r , r , 7 , 7 J> which makes the
t p t.p p* i*

computing much more involved and most of the times»

unpractical. Petrovich et al2> Introduced a pseudo potential,

a ó-function to approximately account for the central force

component of the SNKE mechanism. No prescription exists for

the tensor component and therefore it has to be treated

•exactly'.
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One-Step Charge-Exchange Humorial Calculations

Four residual two-body interactions were tested in an

effort to study the uncertainties that might arise from them.

These forces where a) the M3Y inter action3*. tO the R3y

interaction , c3 an M3Y interaction plus a pseudo-potential

and finally d3 the potential HKT suggested by Hosaka et al. *\

More details of these calculations can be found in Ref.C5Z>.

The angular distributions for 7BOC3/^T,Q. S. 3 •

iOBeC0\g.s.:> and *BeC3/a~.g. s . ) •• *°BeC2*. 3. 37Me\O , are

displayed in Fig. 3 while the angular distributions for the

four remaining peaks identified in Fig.l are displayed in

Fig. 4. The normalisations fo the theoretical predictions to

the data used in Figs.4 and 5 were fairly close to one and the

values for the 0.0» 0.43, 3.37, 3.8O, S. 96 and 6.4OMeV peaks

were 0.9, 0.8, 1.3, 1.0, 1.0 and 1.4, respectively. This

agreement i s the relevant experimental issue to support the

importance of the one-step mode for the present reaction even

at this low bombarding energies.

The shape of the angular distributions was found to

depend only mildy on the force used. On the other hand, the

normalisations of the theory to the data clearly depends on

the residual interaction used. The relative normalisations to

the M3Y interaction of the already-mentioned R3Y, M3Y plus a

pseudo-potential and HKT forces flfi displayed in Table 1* The

HKT interaction predicts the same magnitudes than the M3Y

interaction and they are approximately a factor of two larger

than the R3Y predictions. This suggests that the omission of

the odd force components of the R3Y needs further

justification in orde to discard both the M3Y and HKT

potentials. The HKT and M3Y potentials where derived in very

different, fashions but nevertheless yielded the same results.

Finally, a comment on the calculations performed for th*
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M3Y inter Action plus a pseudo-potential. An exact calculation

was performed for the ground-state peak for the SNKE

mechanism in order to test the pseudo-potential prescription

for the central Torce component. The exact results can be

reproduced by a ó-force strength of 132MeV which i s very

close to the suggested 145MeV strength proposed by Petrovich

»t al. . Also the tensor SNKE was calculated for the f irst

time for a nucl eus-nucl eus reaction and i t was found to be

negligible.

Conclusions

The one-step direct charge-exchange mode seems to

reproduce the experimental data, although there seeas to be a

depart at the most backward measured angles. The

normalisations of all s ix peaks were close to one showing

that the one-step mode can not be negleted for the present

reaction even at this low bombarding energies, far away for

the 20-30MeWA were the one-step mechanism i s known to

dominate. The four residual two-body forces tested gave the

same angular distribution shapes and the M3Y and HKT

potentials performed equally well. The SNKE central term

decreases the cross sections by roughly SOX whereas the

tensor terra i s negligible. Nevertheless both central and

tensor terms are equally important for the direct mode.
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Figure Captions

Fag. 1. Experimental spectrum of the Be for the
lOBC7Li.rBeDlO9e reaction at ©, =1O°

Fig.2. Coordinate system for the microscopic direct change

exchange form factor

Fig.3. Experimental and microscopic charge-exchange model

cross sections for *°BC7Li ,7BeC3^a",g. s. 3D1OBeC0*.g. s. D

and *°BC 7Li . 7BeC 3/Z~. g. s • D J *°BeC 2*, 3. 37Me\0. Par ti al

contributions to the theoretical angular distributions

Cdotted l ines) as well as their sum Cfull l ines} are

displayed.

Fig.4. Experimental and microscopic direct charge-exchange

model angular distributions for the 0.43, 3.80, 5.90

and 6.40MeV peaks identified in Fig. l .
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